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요       약(Abstract) 

Multi-query optimization (MQO) is a critical research issue in the real-time data stream management system 
(DSMS). We propose to address this problem in the ubiquitous GIS (u-GIS) environment, focusing on grouping 
‘similar’ spatio-temporal queries incrementally into N clusters so that they can be processed virtually as N queries. 
By minimizing N, the overlaps in the data requirements of the raw queries can be avoided, which implies the 
reducing of the total disk I/O cost. In this paper, we define the spatio-temporal query clustering problem and give a 
data cubing approach (Q-cube), which is expected to be implemented in the cloud computing paradigm.  
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1. Introduction 

Ubiquitous computing plays a more and more important 
role in our daily life. There are two typical platforms that 
support ubiquitous service, Web and Sensor Networks. For 
the latter one, advances in sensor technology and deployment 
strategies are making Geosensor Network (GSN) a primary 
platform. GSN are defined as the specialized applications of 
wireless sensor network (WSN) technology in geographic 
space, which detects, monitors, and tracks environmental 
phenomena and processes [1].  

Within GSN paradigm, data about the real world is 
collected from the widely deployed geosensors continuously 
in the form of data stream [2]. Intensive research work has 
been done on data stream processing and many prototype 
data stream management systems (DSMSs) are demonstrated, 
e.g. STREAM, TelegraphCQ, etc. However, due to the 
location dependent characteristic of geosensor, specialized 
spatio-temporal (ST) data stream processing issues should be 
considered. PLACE is the first ST-DSMS [3]. 

Given M raw queries, multi-query optimization (MQO) is 
a long-term research topic, which is also considered in ST-
DSMS [4]. In this paper, we propose to address this problem 
by grouping ‘similar’ ST queries incrementally into N 
clusters so that they can be processed virtually as N queries 
(N<<M). By minimizing N, the overlaps in the data 
requirements of the raw queries can be avoided, which 
implies the reducing of the total disk I/O times from M to N. 

Because of the limit of space, we will only attempt to 
define the spatio-temporal query clustering problem and 
introduce a data cubing approach in the following sections. 

 
2. Spatio-temporal Query Clustering 

Query clustering was first defined in [5], which involves 

determining globally optimal execution strategies for a set of 
queries. It addresses the problem from the perspective of 
overlaps in data requirements and models the batched 
operations using a set-partitioning approach. Researchers 
generalize this idea into different applications [6-10], e.g. 
XML continuous queries [7], continuous quantile queries [8], 
Top-N selection queries [9]. Although region clustering is 
researched in [9], it does not consider the case when queries 
come in as a stream. Furthermore, no generalized clustering 
method for continuous ST queries was proposed. 

DBMSs are still I/O bound and therefore it is critical how 
many disk accesses is necessary and how good caching is 
adopted. Likewise, the spatio-temporal query processing is 
mainly challenged by accessing spatial data in several 
aspects, e.g. maps, even with multi-dimensional indices like 
R-tree and its variants. First, it is impossible to load all data 
into memory entirely at one time. Second, when large 
amounts of queries are registered, the disk I/O frequency will 
be increased linearly if each query is processed individually. 
Third, there are lots of random accesses to pages regarding 
spatio-temporal processing, which are much slower than 
reading pages in sequential order. This is because the current 
operating systems and hard disks provide a pre-fetching 
strategy (caching). Besides, the random positioning of the 
read/write head of a hard disk composes the most of the 
response time. Facing this ‘scalability’ problem, it will be 
more cost effective to run ‘similar’ queries collectively than 
individually. Especially in the query stream environment, 
where large amounts of queries come in as a stream, stable 
processing ability can be guaranteed by query clustering. 

Definition 1 (Spatio-temporal Query Clustering). Given a 
set of spatio-temporal queries Qi (i>0), ‘similar’ queries are 
grouped together as clusters QCj (j>0), where queries in each 
cluster QCj are processed independent of the others. 
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To address the problem defined above, several research 
issues should be considered carefully. For example, how to 
represent the ST queries uniformly? How to compute the 
query similarity and incrementally group new coming query 
stream into limited amounts of clusters? How to execute each 
query cluster and to what extent can it improve the query 
efficiency and scalability? 

 
3. A Data Cubing Approach 

It is essential that the underlying theme of the works in 
spatio-temporal query processing is multi-dimensional query 
processing, where both the geographic data and non-spatial 
information need to be aggregated. Motivated by the 
attempts of integrating GIS and Online Analytical Processing 
(OLAP) [11], we propose to do ST query clustering through 
data cubing approach. 

The original data cube proposed by J. Gray supports 
complex Group-bys well, which made it become one of the 
most popular commercialized technologies in DB area [12]. 
However, it considers RDBMS and needs to be improved to 
support more new data type, e.g. data stream [13], XML like 
unstructured data, uncertain data, etc. In our research, we 
will follow the diagram and construct a Query-cube (Q-cube). 

In our work, ST queries are represented by a feature table, 
where dimensions of information uniformly summarize the 
general ST query properties and features. For different 
dimensions, concept hierarchies are abstracted according to 
the archived spatial data. Obviously, it is then easy to 
construct a data cube to represent and cache the concurrent 
registered queries, which is named Q-cube. Based on this 
formal query model (Q-cube), clustering algorithms relying 
on the dynamically maintained Q-cube will be researched. 
Moreover, to support specialized personal ubiquitous service 
in mobile environment, several embedded query processing 
methods should be given against the subspace inside Q-cube 
(i.e. cuboids). In addition, the query execution strategy 
against continuous data stream will be considered, including 
both the time-based and change-based queries. 

 
4. Summary 

In real applications, it is more cost effective to provide the 
ubiquitous services based on distributed paradigm, e.g. Cloud 
Computing (CC). Being the main-stream technique for CC, 
MapReduce [14] is proved to be more and more effective in 
various areas. Previous work has proved the feasibility of our 
idea [15-20]. We will attempt to implement relevant methods 
following this programming paradigm. The DSMS developed 
at Database Lab. of Inha University will be adopted for ST 
query processing. 

In this paper, we review the issue of query clustering and 
define the specified spatio-temporal query clustering problem. 
A data cubing approach is introduced briefly. More detailed 
work will be published in the future papers. 
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